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Floating hardwood floors in Los Angeles, CA are not exactly what the name implies. They are called
floating because they are not stapled or glued to the under flooring and the planks expand and
contract together. The floating hardwood floors are made out of glued floor planks that can be
installed on top of most other kinds of flooring. For this reason, they open up new possibilities for
adding hardwood floors to your home or commercial building.

Have you found yourself wishing you could replace a vinyl or ceramic floor with hardwood? Do you
have a basement room that experiences higher humidity than the rest of the house making you
hesitate about installing hardwood floors? If so, floating hardwood floors are the answer.

Manufactured by brand names noted for their quality flooring, the floating hardwood floors can be
installed directly on top of existing floors except for carpet.  The flooring is glued together so it's
resistant to warping. The tough flooring expands and contracts as a unit since the planks are glued
together which is why it can installed in areas with higher humidity.

Same Benefits and Beauty

One of the questions people have about floating hardwood floors in Los Angeles, CA concerns the
floating flooring qualities compared to glued or nailed hardwood flooring. The flooring is made like
engineered or laminate wood flooring. The planks have a core of hardwood or plywood depending
on the type and brand of floating flooring chosen. Made in tongue and groove style and laid on foam
padding, the planks fit solidly together to create a durable and beautiful floor.

There are even certain flooring brands that make floating hardwood floors in Los Angeles, CA that
don't require gluing. A floating floor wears as well as traditional flooring and will probably outlast
your time in the home. That makes hardwood flooring economical also because it seldom needs to
be replaced. Routine maintenance with infrequent periodic refinishing will keep hardware flooring
looking beautiful for decades.

Tired of Vinyl?

Next time you find yourself thinking that you tired of the old vinyl flooring or wish the family room
floor matched the wood flooring in the living room and dining room, it's time to consider floating
hardwood flooring. The only time existing flooring has to be removed is when carpet has been laid.
However, it's easy to remove carpet laid on padding so that shouldn't discourage you from choosing
hardwood flooring.

If you have vinyl or ceramic flooring, the foam padding is laid right on top and the flooring installed
on the padding quickly and efficiently.

Always Choose Quality

It is important to only buy quality floating hardwood flooring if you want the flooring to be as durable
as possible. Unfortunately there is inexpensive low quality wood flooring sold that looks great on the
store shelves, but the price reflects the thickness of the laminate and the quality of wood. Also, you
need to consider the method used for application of the stain on the laminate or engineered planks.
The stain depth will determine how easily accidental scratches will show.
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Professional flooring experts work with homeowners interested in buying floating hardwood floors in
Los Angeles, CA. It's important to let professionals install your flooring also because they
understand how to accommodate the floor expanding and contracting. Installed correctly, the
flooring is able to accommodate changes in humidity with ease, so you can simply spend your time
enjoying its low maintenance beauty.
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